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Taking care of business
A combination of colleges,
vo-tech schools and job
training programs are all
designed to meet the needs
of new and established
businesses alike...

Mississippi

Alabama

Florida

Louisiana

I

n the heat of a controversial battle to build
the U.S. Air Force’s new generation of air
refueling tankers, U.S. Sen. Patty Murray
from Washington claimed Alabama lacked
the know-how and workforce to produce the
military airplanes.
“I have stood on the line in Everett, Wash.,
where we have thousands of workers who go to
work every day to build these planes,” Murray
was quoted as saying about Boeing’s manufacturing plant there. “I would challenge anybody
to tell me that they’ve stood on a line in Alabama and seen anybody building anything.”
While the comment was absurd, she touched
on an important issue for companies. It’s one
that not only Alabama can retort confidently but
it’s Gulf Coast neighbors in Florida, Mississippi
and Louisiana can as well.
The Gulf Coast region has a network of universities, community colleges, vocational training
operations and other education programs designed to meet the needs of new and established
business alike. And it doesn’t matter whether the
need is for a line worker at a factory or an engineer involved in aerospace activities. The region’s educational institutes are there to satisfy
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Story at a glance
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 universities with main campuses in the
corridor, 5 more with operations
Multiple STEM learning centers, including
Infinity and Flight Academy, in region
Growth seen in aerospace engineering,
industrial, systems engineering jobs
High schools have specialized courses for
targeted industries
Alabama’s Daphne, Spanish Fort high
schools have aviation academies
University of Southern Mississippi a
national leader in polymer science

the need. But the big question is, of course, are
the programs effective? The best way to find out
is to look at some of the results:
- Mobile, Ala., is home to Brookley Aeroplex,
where more than 1,500 workers at ST Mobile
Aerospace perform scheduled aircraft maintenance and major aircraft modifications on a wide
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range of aircraft. Not far away, the Airbus
North American Engineering Center opened
in 2006 and performs design work for the
European giant’s line of aircraft.
- In the same industrial park, Teledyne
Continental Motors, recently purchased by
China’s AVIC, employs about 450 workers in
the manufacture of piston engines, components and ignition systems for general aviation. The products were good enough to
prompt the interest of the Chinese.
- In Baldwin County well to the east of
Brookley, Goodrich Aerospace provides services from its 730 employees building, repairing and overhauling parts.
- One group of workers in Mississippi surprised corporate officials in California with
how quickly they learned the intricacies of
building unmanned aerial vehicles. It was
back in 2006 that Northrop Grumman,
which had already singled itself out as one of
the biggest names in unmanned aerial systems, took a huge leap of faith and opened its
101,000-square-foot Unmanned Systems
Center in Moss Point, Miss.
The region’s universities, colleges and vocational training
Some within and outside the company
institutes work closely with area businesses to prepare
thought Northrop Grumman was taking a
workers.
big risk moving into an area where workers
had no training in building aircraft, let alone
because it would be absurd to say something so
highly sophisticated unmanned aerial systems.
absolutely ridiculous.”
But the risk paid off. The company found that
It should not be surprising that a lot of folks in
the learning curve of the new workers in Missis- the Gulf Coast take umbrage when the dumb
sippi was far shorter than anyone could ever
Southerner stereotype card is played. A strong
have anticipated. The work was nearly flawless
commitment exists among business, academic
Apparently, they do build stuff.
and political leaders to ensure a well-trained and
educated workforce exists. Beyond that, the Gulf
Coast states have put the mechanism in place to
What’s in place
create an entire specialized workforce when
Upon hearing Murray’s remarks, Alabama
needed.
leaders quickly came to the defense of their
The Gulf Coast states boast the presence of
state’s and the region’s workforce that supports
world-class
research institutions and university
the Gulf Coast’s expanding aerospace industry.
programs, vocational training centers, high
“To declare that Alabama cannot build anything is simply ignorant,” said U.S. Sen. Richard schools focused on aviation, and museums and
education centers dedicated to improving
Shelby, R-Ala. Then-Alabama Gov. Bob Riley
added: “Surely Sen. Murray was just misquoted youth’s knowledge of science, technology, engiGulf Coast Aerospace Corridor 2011-2012 – 80
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Universities
Institution

Main campus

Research intensity

New Orleans, LA

Bac/A&S

Tallahassee, FL (Panama City)

RU/VH

Louisiana State University and A&M College

Baton Rouge, LA

RU/VH

Loyola University New Orleans

New Orleans, LA

Master’s L

LSU-Health Sciences Center

New Orleans, LA

Spec/Med

Mississippi State University

Starkville, MS (SSC, Biloxi)

RU/VH

Southern University and A&M College

Baton Rouge, LA

Master’s L

Southern University New Orleans

New Orleans, LA

Master’s M

Tulane University

New Orleans, LA

RU/VH

Gainesville, FL (Shalimar)

RU/VH

University of Mississippi

Oxford, MS (SSC)

RU/H

University of New Orleans

New Orleans, LA

RU/H

Mobile, AL

RU/H

Hattiesburg, MS (Long Beach, others)

RU/H

Pensacola, FL

RU/H

New Orleans, LA

Bac/A&S

Dillard University
Florida State University

University of Florida

University of South Alabama
University of Southern Mississippi
University of West Florida
Xavier University

neering and math, or STEM. They all have the
goal of growing the aerospace corridor and
meeting the industry’s future challenges: an aging
workforce and the loss of technical talent.
The numbers for Northwest Florida show why
that’s so important. A key driver of Northwest
Florida’s economy is the large and growing aerospace and defense sector that accounts for up to
37,000 private sector and non-military government employees. Combined with the enlisted
personnel from the area’s seven military installations, the industry boasts a workforce of approximately 70,000.
Northwest Florida State College Vice President David Goetsch explains that supporting the

industry’s education and workforce development
needs are his institution’s top priority.
“Few partnerships are so essential to the ongoing success of each partner as those established between educational institutions and businesses,” Goetsch said.
“Businesses depend on education to provide
their employees, supervisors, and leaders what
they need in order to succeed in a competitive
market place. Businesses also depend on educational institutions for much of the retraining and
upgrading necessary to keep their employees,
supervisors, and managers current and competitive. Educational institutions, in turn, depend on
businesses to help keep faculty and courses up
to date, to provide competent part-time instruc-
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tors and program advisors, and to provide finan- engineering degree that can be completed at several Florida state universities.
cial resources.”
Tad Ihns, founder and CEO of Avalex Technologies in the Pensacola, Fla., area appreciates
Commitment: Smart workforce
all the efforts made to educate and train local
Those are more than empty words.
In Alabama, the Aviation Center at Mobile has workers. However, he would also like for economic development organizations to assist aerotrained people for high-skill, high-wage jobs
since 1976. It is based on the Brookley Aeroplex space companies like his attract more electrical
that boasts a 9,000-foot runway and has worked and software engineers from outside the area.
closely with state economic development leaders “We need to have a concentrated effort to recruit talented, young workers that we need in the
since 1986 to attract aerospace companies.
“The aviation industry in the Mobile area is on area to fuel growth and high-wage jobs in our
the rise,” added Larrie Zimmer, Aviation Center aerospace and high-tech fields,” he said.
at Mobile director. “Continued development and In Mississippi, Mississippi State University’s
industry expansion has provided the region, and National Science Foundation Engineering Research Center offers bachelor’s, master’s and
beyond, with a strong and diverse workforce.
doctoral degrees in aerospace engineering. The
The shipyards and the new steel mill are also
university is also the home of Raspet Flight
recruiting high-skilled and semi-skilled trained
workers and providing additional in-house train- Laboratory, which specializes in the design and
ing. These are high-need, high-paying, long-term testing of materials to support rapid prototyping
for lighter weight aircraft.
job opportunities.”
The University of Southern Mississippi is conIn Florida, the commitment to the aerospace
industry comes from the realization that the Fort sidered a national leader in the area of polymer
science with is Polymer Research Institute.
Walton Beach-Crestview-Destin area has the
Another leading institution is the Mississippi
third highest concentration of aerospace engineers in the nation, edging out San Jose and Los Gulf Coast Community College. It is among the
top associate degree producers in STEM proAngeles and behind only Huntsville, Ala., and
1
grams in the United States, earning recognition
Melbourne, Fla.
by the Aspen Institute College Excellence ProIn nearby Pensacola, Fla., resides the Florida
gram as one of the top 120 community colleges
Institute for Human and Machine Cognition,
in the country.
which since 1990 has earned worldwide attenIn operation for a century, the community coltion for its robots, artificial intelligence and
lege
works closely with industry on its engineernovel, next generation technology created by its
ing and science programs, as well as various
leading researchers.
The University of Florida’s Research and En- technical programs in electrical, machine tool,
gineering Education Facility (REEF) focuses on instrumentation and drafting.
“It is very evident on a regional, national, and
developing micro air vehicles equipped with
nano-sensors. Northwest Florida also boasts re- local level that competition and exporting of
jobs to other countries increases the economic
nowned national defense laboratories at Eglin
dependence of the United States,” said Anna
and Tyndall Air Force Bases.
Faye Kelley-Winders, vice president of commuIn addition, the University of West Florida
offers two engineering degrees, electronics and nity campus and institutional development at
computers, that both support the aerospace in- Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College.
“To remain globally competitive, companies
dustry. All of the state colleges in Northwest
Florida offer the first two years of the aerospace must have highly skilled workers trained in sciGulf Coast Aerospace Corridor 2011-2012 – 82
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Science and learning centers
Site name

Location

Focus area

Stennis Space Center, MS

Earth and space science

National Museum of Naval Aviation

Pensacola, FL

naval aviation

National Flight Academy

Pensacola, FL

hands-on learning camp

Gulf Coast Exploreum Science Center

Mobile, AL

shipping and the Gulf of Mexico

Air Force Armament Museum

Shalimar, FL

aerial weaponry

Infinity Science Center

ence, technology, engineering, and mathematics
to keep pace with the rapidly changing nature of
manufacturing and production processes,” said
Kelley-Winders.
The school works closely with economic development officials and businesses, aerospace
and otherwise, to ensure they have the workers
they need. MGCCC has programs tailor-made to
meet the needs of specific companies.
Success breeds success

In fact, the community college assisted Northrop Grumman when it decided to open an unmanned aerial systems assembly plant in Moss
Point, Miss. The community college provided
the aerospace and defense giant with a full-time,
onsite workforce trainer dedicated to quality assurance, lean manufacturing and new hire orientation. And that effort came in handy.
There were over 1,200 candidates who applied
for the 40 positions at the center, and of those
about 500 were qualified for the positions, the
company said. Most applicants were tied to
South Mississippi and the Gulf Coast in one way
or another. About 70 percent of the workforce
today comes from the Mississippi Gulf Coast,
and the rest from the Mobile area.
The success stories aren’t just limited to the
Gulf Coast area. In another part of Mississippi,
GE Aviation followed in Northrop Grumman’s
footsteps in 2008 by opening the 300,000-square
-foot GE Batesville Composites Operation to
produce advanced composite engine components, which are unique in the aviation industry

and the most sophisticated manufacturing that
GE does.
“This is a textbook example of how state government linked with its universities can team
with private industry to create sophisticated
manufacturing technologies and products with
global impact,” said David Joyce, president and
CEO of GE Aviation at the facility’s opening.
“Mississippi government and education leaders
have been key in making this GE facility a reality,” he said.
Youth movement

Goetsch takes pride that the Gulf Coast region’s commitment to training in aerospace and
aviation careers starts young. Boys and girls at
the high school-level or earlier can begin focusing on STEM at museums, academies and high
school programs.
“There are numerous opportunities for aerospace industry training in our region,” he said.
Those opportunities span the region with Fort
Walton Beach High School’s Aviation Academy
in Florida to Aviation Academies at Daphne
High School and Spanish Fort High School in
Alabama.
The CHOICE Career Academy developed in
Fort Walton Beach has become a national
model. Its curricula allows students to engage in
hands-on, real-world projects in science and
math. The rigorous course work and training
provides students the opportunity to simultaneously achieve high school credit, college credit
and industry-recognized certification.
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Similar programs for youth exist at museums
and learning centers across the region. There is
the Air Force Armament Museum’s Air Armament Institute in Fort Walton Beach, the National Flight Academy in Pensacola, the Gulf
Coast Exploreum Science Center in Mobile,
Ala., and the Infinity Science Center near
NASA’s John C. Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. All focus on getting the next generation
interested in careers in science and technology.
Retired U.S. Navy Capt. Eugene Cernan, who
commanded the last Apollo flight in 1972 and is
the last man on the moon, said today’s youth
need encouragement to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering and math. He
made the comment during a May christening
ceremony for the National Flight Academy’s aircraft carrier-like school, named the “Ambition.”
“The goal of the National Flight Academy is
simply to inspire, motivate and challenge our
children and grandchildren so when they leave,
they know they are good enough to be anything
they want to be,” Cernan said. “I often tell
young folks to always shoot for the moon. What
have you got to lose? Even when you miss, you
will end up somewhere among the stars.”
Patrick Scheuermann, director of Stennis
Space Center, pointed out that while the centers
from Mississippi to Florida are not linked together officially, they all target different fields in
an effort to interest a new generation in STEM.
“They’re not repetitive; they’re all blended together on what they do distinctly,” he said. “It’s
incumbent upon us to go back and reiterate to
grade school students that none of this is outside
their reach.”
The picture isn’t perfect when it comes to education and training in aerospace-related fields
along the Gulf Coast. Government budgettightening during the current economic malaise
has forced some cutbacks at state colleges and
universities. The University of West Florida and
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
would both like to add aerospace engineering
degrees to their programs.

Rick Harper points to a recent UWF Haas
Center for Business Research study that analyzed
education gaps that need to be plugged. Harper
heads the center as West Florida’s Office of
Economic Development and Engagement executive director. It found 12 percent of its students expressing interest in STEM programs and
job growth in aerospace engineering.
“However, local Northwest Florida colleges
and universities do not have programs in this
area; thus the workers have to come from other
parts of the region, state or the nation,” he said.
Goetsch called for the Legislature to increase
funding, so such programs can be created. Florida’s Great Northwest, an economic development agency for the state’s 16 westernmost
counties, has attracted investment of about $45
million in aerospace and high-tech education.
“The state of Florida needs to make aerospace
education a funding priority so that even in difficult economic times we are able to provide for
the training needs of this critical sector,”
Goetsch said.
Ed Walby, the former director of business development for Global Hawk in San Diego, Calif.,
who helped start up the Moss Point facility, predicted a few years ago in a story that appeared in
Alliance Insight, a South Mississippi science and
technology newsletter, that the Gulf Coast’s
aerospace corridor would continue to grow with
the states’ ability to deliver skilled workers.
“Usually success breeds more success,” he said
about the Unmanned Systems Center. “So, I
don’t see a reason at all why it won’t grow in the
region. When you have such a successful startup
of an operation you know other people have to
be looking at it and saying, ‘Oh my gosh, look at
how quick they spun up and how fast and how
good the activity is down there, we ought to
move down there.’”
▫▫▫
“Florida’s Great Northwest A&D Cluster.” SRI International. 2008.
1
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Developing future aerospace pioneers

Naval Aviation Museum illustration

The Naval Flight Academy in Pensacola, Fla., will use an aircraft carrier theme to draw students into science.

W

development include the National Flight Academy in Pensacola, Fla., GulfQuest in Mobile,
Ala., and Infinity Science Center near Stennis
Space Center, Miss. They are creating hands-on
experiences to interest youth in STEM careers.
Think of them as high-tech wonderlands with
all the child-like amazement and excitement of
Disney World or Epcot Center.
The National Flight Academy, scheduled to
open in 2012, promises “a high-tech adventure
like none other.” Key components of the $35
million NFA include:
- Students in 7th to 12th grades
spend 5 ½ days undergoing an intensive course that combines classroom fundamentals with virtual reality.
- Students dubbed Aviators join a
squadron and immediately begin
planning and executing missions
based on real-world events.
- Aviation-based missions challenge and inspire the Aviators on a
wide range of topics, from basic 3D
physics and motion to more advanced
concepts of aeronautical enInfinity Science Center illustration
gineering and propulsion systems.
Infinity Science Center near NASA’s Stennis Space Center, Miss.,
will have a gallery designed to entice visitors to learn more about the
- Disciplines will include aerodyscience and technology activities at the nearby federal facility.
namics, propulsion, navigation,
communications, flight physiology
ho will be our next pioneers in outer
space or design the vehicles that carry
us to new universes?
The question is troubling. A recent international assessment of 15-year-olds reported that
U.S. students ranked 28th in the world in math
literacy and 25th in science literacy.
But new centers popping up across the Gulf
Coast think they have figured out a possible answer: science, technology, engineering and
mathematics, or STEM, destinations. Facilities in
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and meteorology, along with
core values, teamwork, and
leadership skills development.
- Students conduct their
training aboard, Ambition, a
four-story facility designed to
realistically simulate a modern
aircraft carrier.
“Our mission is to inspire
and educate future generations of innovative thinkers
through a positive exposure
to science, technology, engineering and math (STEM),”
said retired U.S. Navy Vice
Adm. Gerald Hoewing, presiGulfQuest illustration
dent and CEO of the NaMobile, Ala’s GulfQuest is being built along the Mobile River and will have
tional Aviation Museum
within its walls a replica of a cargo ship. Exhibits will be designed to make
Foundation.
learning about shipping and the Gulf of Mexico fun. It opens in 2012.
“We will do that by immersing participants in a creative learning adventure utilizing technology and phere, the interactions among them and how to
flight simulation,” he said.
improve the environment and life on Earth.
Meanwhile, the $42 million Infinity Science
- The Space Gallery allows visitors to conduct
Center will create an attraction “that will inspire, several activities to help them understand our
amaze and engage those who visit,” according to solar system, living in space and includes a multithe Infinity web site. The center will include five player simulation of a rocket engine test.
key areas:
- Training Mission encourages visitors to sign
- Science Express is where visitors encounter up as “scientists in training” at the Command
an array of fun, fast-paced activities, such as de- Center and do two of six different space-related
signing and launching a virtual rocket, that help missions on any given day.
them understand the science underlying the ac“Imagine a project in which the finest minds in
tivity and the work done by NASA and others at earth and space sciences combine with the creaStennis Space Center.
tivity of world-class exhibit designers, and you
- The Immersive Theater is an exhilarating 6-8 get an idea of what to expect from Infinity,” said
-minute, 3D media event that gives visitors spec- John Wilson, Infinity’s education program develtacular examples of the kind of 3D modeling
opment director. “This will be a place that atcreated at Stennis Space Center as a tool for un- tracts millions of visitors and helps reshape the
derstanding scientific phenomena.
image of Mississippi as a center of science, tech- The Earth Gallery is devoted to investiganology and education.”
tions of Earth where visitors can engage in acIn Mobile, already home to the Exploreum, is
tivities, such as one on creating a space habitat, adding GulfQuest, with exhibits designed to
and can learn about the sciences, tools, and
make learning about shipping and the Gulf of
methodologies that scientists at Stennis use to
Mexico fun.
explore Earth’s oceans, land masses, and atmos- Duwayne Escobedo
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